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Growth with Endogenous Direction of Technical Change 
1. Introduction 
While the direction of technical change and its speed are equally important, the former is not 
as deeply researched as the latter. Some of the available conclusions are quite unclear. For example, 
what factors determine the directions of technical change in the long run? Can technical change 
take a form that is different from the Harrod-neutral one along a steady-state equilibrium path? 
How does technological progress affect factor income shares? This paper clarifies some of these 
issues and shows that steady-state growth paths may be consistent with a broad class of technical 
progress specifications. 
The study of the direction of technological change seems to have preceded that of its speed. 
As early as in 1932, Hicks (Hicks, 1932) pointed out that changes in relative prices could affect the 
direction of technical change. In the 1960s, the induced innovation literature (Fellner, 1960; 
Kennedy, 1964; Sanmelson, 1965; Drandakis and Phelps, 1965) introduced an “innovation 
possibility frontier”. Based on Hicks’ work it provided the first systematic study of the determinants 
of technical change, focusing on the role of factor prices in this context. However, this literature was 
criticized for its lack of micro-foundations. Consequently, for almost 30 years there was little 
research on the direction of technological progress. Only the work of Acemoglu (1998, 2002, 2003, 
2007, and 2009) which studied the issue using the framework of endogenous technological change 
(as developed by Romer, 1990, and Aghion and Howitt, 1992) has renewed interest in this 
question. Acemoglu has not only put forward a new framework to analyze the direction of 
technological progress, but also pointed out that market size may be an important factor affecting 
that direction beside relative prices. However, Acemoglu’s analysis does not consider how 
investment elasticities affect factor accumulation and technical innovation. These omissions leave 
the determinants of the direction of technological progress, and the centrality of Harrod-neutrality 
as open questions. 
The centrality of Harrod-neutrality in Uzawa’s (1961) “steady state theorem” is likely to be 
the most important conclusion related to the direction of technical change. It states that in a 
neoclassical growth model, the only technical change which is compatible with a steady-state 
growth path must be Harrod-neutral (unless the production function is Cobb-Douglas). Acemoglu 
(2003), Jones (2005), Jones and Scrimgeour (2008) and Schlicht (2006) prove that the Uzawa 
steady-state theorem holds under seemingly very general conditions. Clearly, such findings place 
an obvious constraint on the research of the direction of technical change. Perhaps just due to this, 
some scholars (Aghion and Howitt, 1996, p16) suspected the validity of the Uzawa theorem, and 
others (e.g. Sato, Ramachandran, and Lian, 1999; Sato and Ramachandran, 2000; Li and Huang, 
2012, 2014; Irmen, 2013) have tried to prove that the conclusion is actually not quite general. 
These studies also have some deficiencies. Most importantly from the point of view of the current 
paper, they failed to acknowledge the crucial role played by the investment elasticities of 
cumulable factors. Furthermore, they did not provide micro mechanisms determining the direction 
of technical change. Consequently, while it is possible to prove that technical change need not be 
Harrod-neutral to generate a steady-state equilibrium, it is important to indicate the crucial factors 
determining the direction of technical change, and reconcile non-Harrod-neutral technical change 
with consumer inter-temporal optimization and enterprise profit maximization. 
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The current paper focuses mainly on the investment elasticities of cumulable factors. It 
turns out that Harrod-neutrality is crucial for the existence of a steady-state growth path only if the 
investment elasticity of capital accumulation equals 1, as is implicitly assumed in the traditional 
literature. Otherwise, non-Harrod-neutral technical change can be consistent with a steady-state 
growth path. While factor accumulation and technological innovation processes differ from those 
of Acemoglu (2003), other aspects in this paper are identical to his, making the conclusions about 
the direction of technical change consistent with inter-temporal optimization and profit 
maximization. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the second section describes the economic 
environment, and analyses the behavior of households and firms; the third section defines the 
equilibrium and obtains the main conclusions; the fourth section uses numerical simulations to 
study the influence of the direction of technical change on economic growth, consumption and 
factor income shares; the fifth section concludes. 
2. Model  
2.1Economic Environment 
The economic environment of the model is an extension of Acemoglu (2003). The economy 
consists of two kinds of material factors, denoted by K and L,
3
and three sectors of production; a 
final goods sector, an intermediate goods sector and a research and development (R&D) sector. 
The preference structure and production functions are identical to Acemoglu’s. The current 
analysis differs from that of Acemoglu’s in the factor accumulation functions and the innovation 
possibilities frontier. 
 
2.1.1 Final good production 
The aggregate production function is given by 
  /1])1([ KL YYY  ， 10                (1) 
where Y is an aggregate output produced from inputs produced by labor-intensive and capital- 
intensive processes, respectively YL and YK, and the factor-elasticity of substitution is given by 
ε=1/(1–η)，with 0 < ε < +∞. 
The labor-intensive and capital-intensive inputs are produced competitively using identical 
constant elasticity of substitution (CES) production functions with corresponding intermediate 
inputs, X(i) and Z(i): 
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where the elasticity of substitution is given by v = 1/(1–β). Here N and M represent the measure of 
different types of labor- and capital-intensive intermediate inputs, respectively. As will be seen 
below, an increase in N or in M corresponds to a labor- or capital-augmenting technical change. 
 
                                                             
3According to the context of any application they can be respectively capital and labor, skilled and unskilled 
labor, physical capital and human capital, etc. 
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2.1.2 Intermediate input production 
Intermediate inputs are supplied by monopolists who hold the right to use the relevant patent, 
and are produced linearly from their respective factors: 
)()( iLiX  and )()( iKiZ                                  (3) 
 
2.1.3 Accumulation of material factors 
While the above follows precisely the Acemoglu (2003) formulation, the following provides 
an extension. Specifically, we assume: 
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Here IK and IL are respectively resource investments needed to accumulate K and L. With 
       and       , the marginal returns of the investment processes are diminishing. 
This may reflect, among other things, that investment in either factor is associated with adjustment 
costs (Irmen, 2013).
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2.1.4 The innovation possibilities frontier 
The technology innovation functions are also allowed to be characterized by decreasing 
returns, as given by:
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In the remainder of the paper it is shown that the four parameters,   ,   ,    and   , are 
the key determinants of the direction of technological progress which is consistent with 
steady-state growth. Specifically, it turns out that the “standard” linearity assumptions are not 
required to achieve such a steady-state. 
 
2.1.5 The representative household 
The representative household owns material factors such as capital and labor, as well as the 
indefinite rights over the use of patents of the production of intermediate goods. The household’s 
goal is to maximize the discounted flow of utility, given by:  
dte
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1
1)( 


                                (6) 
where C(t) is consumption at time t, ρ > 0 is the discount rate, and θ > 0 is a utility curvatute 
coefficient of the household. 
 
2.1.6 Budget constraint 
                                                             
4In Acemoglu (2002) labor supply is endogenous, depending on wages but not on investment. In Acemoglu (2003) 
capital accumulates according to      , so that     , and     . Labor supply is fixed at some level L. 
5These functions are used in the Rivera-Batiz and Romer (1991) model of experimental equipment and also by 
Acemoglu (2002, 2003). The latter assumes      and     . 
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The representative household’s income can be used either for consumption or for investment. 
The latter consists of four options: it can be used to increase the material factors, K and L, or the 
“number” of intermediate goods of either type. While the material factors K and L are rented in 
competitive factor markets, the representative household is a monopoly producer of the 
intermediate goods. Accordingly, the household faces the following budget constraint:  
YdidirKwLIIIIC
M
iZ
N
iXMNLK   0 )(0 )(            (7) 
Where I=IK+IL+IN+IM  is total investment, w and r are market prices of L and K,       and 
      are monopoly profits of the respective intermediate inputs. For the sake of simplicity, this 
paper will ignore corner solutions and assume that consumption and all investments are strictly 
positive, that is, C > 0, IK > 0, IL > 0, IN > 0 and IM > 0. 
2.2 Enterprise behavior 
The analysis of enterprise behavior is similar to that of Acemoglu (2003), and this paper 
only reports the main results. Through that analysis, one can obtain the prices of the material 
factors K and L. 
  
2.2.1 Demand for intermediate goods. 
The goods Y, YL and YK are traded in perfectly competitive markets. The final good Y serves 
as the numeraire, and    and    are respectively market prices of YL and YK. The demand for 
YL and YK are derived from profit maximization of the final good producers.  
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Taking the prices,       and      , of the generic inputs, X(i) and Z(i), as given, demand for 
these inputs is obtained from profit maximization: 
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2.2.2 Factor market clearing.  
Because intermediate goods are supplied by monopolists who hold the relevant patents, and 
are produced linearly from their respective factors (see equation 3), we can obtain the price of 
intermediate inputs from the profit maximization conditions of the monopolies:  

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                                            (10) 
indicating that each of the intermediate inputs has the same mark-up over marginal cost. 
Substituting (10) into (9), we find that all capital-intensive and all labor-intensive intermediate 
goods are produced in equal (respective) quantities.  
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By the production functions of the intermediate inputs (3), the monopolists’ demand for 
labor and capital are respectively equal. The material factor market clearing condition implies: 

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/
/
                                            (12) 
Substituting equations (12) into (2), we obtain the equilibrium quantities of labor-intensive 
and capital-intensive goods: 
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Finally, substituting equations (13) into (1), we obtain the amount of the final good 
produced: 
  /1/)1(/)1( ]))(1()([ KMLNY                 (14) 
In order to simplify notation, we follow Acemoglu (2003) letting           and 
          , to obtain:  
    /1))(1()( BKALY                           (15) 
Therefore, increasing the variety of capital-intensive or labor-intensive intermediate goods, M and 
N, implies progress of the capital-augmenting or labor-augmenting technologies B and A. 
Let         be the ratio of effective capital to effective labor, then 
)/()( /)1(/)1( LNKMk                          (16) 
and (15) can be rewritten as:  
   /1)1(/)( kALYkf                         (17) 
Using equation (17), we transform the market prices of the capital-intensive and 
labor-intensive goods (8) into the following forms: 
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Substituting equation (18), (13), and (12) into (11), we have 
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Equations (19) indicate that the prices of the material factors are positively related to the 
respective “number”of the intermediate goods. 
By equations (19), (13) and (10), we find the monopoly profits of the intermediate goods 
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producers: 
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Equations (20) show that as long as β < ½ there is a positive relationship between the 
monopoly profits of the intermediate inputs and the quantity of material factors. This is just the 
market scale effect emphasized by Acemoglu (2002, 2003). 
2.3 Consumer behavior 
Households maximize their objective (6) subject to the budget constraint (7), taking as given 
the factor accumulation and technological change processes (4) and (5).   
The corresponding Euler conditions are derived in Appendix A: 
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These conditions reflect the optimal allocation of income among consumption and the four 
kinds of investment. 
Remark 1: When        , the capital accumulation function simplifies to the familiar 
            . Therefore, in a constant      implies that r must be constant. However, if 
      , the rate r cannot be constant when      and        are constant, unless          
                . Thus steady-state growth does not necessarily imply a constant market price 
of capital.  
Finally, the transversality condition is  
0)(exp)(lim
0
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t
t
dvvrtK                           (22) 
3. Equilibrium 
3.1．Market Equilibrium 
Definition 1: A market equilibrium is obtained when producers maximize profits, the factor 
and product markets clear and households meet the Euler equations. 
Substituting (18), (19) into the family of Euler equations (21), we obtain the market 
equilibrium Euler equations: 
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3.2. Definition and Existence of a Steady-State Equilibrium 
Definition 2: A steady-state growth equilibrium (hereafter SSGE) is a market equilibrium in 
which the growth rates of the endogenous variables (Y, C, I, IK, IL, IM, IN, K, L, M, N) are 
nonnegative constants.  
The definition is identical to that of Barro and Sala-i-Martin (2004), but slightly different 
from the definition of a balanced growth path in Acemoglu (2003). Specifically, Definition 2 does 
not require that the growth rate of K be equal to that of Y, C, I and does not require r to be 
constant. 
Definition 3: The investment elasticity of any variable X is given by  
                                                         (24) 
Lemma 1: In an SSGE 
 
         β  β   
         β  β   
  and  
       
       
                       (25) 
Proof: See Appendix B. 
Proposition 1: If       , in an SSGE: 
1) A necessary condition for        is       , otherwise, if        then      
must be 0. The relationship between      and      is analogous to that of      and 
    . 
2) A necessary condition for        is       , otherwise, if        then      
must be 0. The relationship between      and      is analogous to that of      and 
    . 
Proof: See Appendix C. 
Remark: The Uzawa (1961) theorem is a special case of the second part of proposition 1. 
Under the standard assumption that        ,       , so that      must be 0 which is 
Uzawa’s theorem. 
Proposition 2: An SSGE exists only if 
 
           
           
  or  
       β  β     
       β  β     
                  (26) 
Proof: See Appendix D. 
Remark: Given Lemma 1, since   ,   ,   ,    andβ are exogenously given, conditions 
(26) imply that the existence of an SSGE is a “knife-edge”.
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6Jones (1995), Christiaans (2004) and Growiec (2010) also get similar conclusions. 
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3.3. The results of steady-state growth equilibrium 
In the following part of this paper, we assume that (26) is satisfied. Define        , 
       ,        ,        , and       . The budget constraint becomes: 
1 LKMNC sssss                                  (27) 
Using (4), (5), (16), (17) and (27), the Euler equations (23) can be re-written as：7 
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On the other hand, we also obtain
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The seven equations in (27), (28) and (29) can be solved for the seven steady-state 
equilibrium variables              
    
    
    
    
 . These variables are determined by the 
parameters (                                 ). The steady state equilibrium growth path, 
including technological progress and the factor accumulation processes are totally endogenous, 
determined by equations (27), (28), and (29). 
Definition 4: The direction of technological progress is                 .  
When     >0 and     ＝0， then DT＝0，which means a purely labor-augmenting 
technological progress (i.e. Harrod-neutral)；when     ＝0 and      > 0，then DT→+∞，and 
technological progress is purely capital augmenting (i.e. Solow-neutral)；when     ＝     > 0，
DT＝1，and technological progress is Hicks-neutral.  
Figure 1 shows different directions of technological progress:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
                                                             
7See appendix E. 
8See appendix F. 
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Figure 1: Direction of technological progress 
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Clearly, the axes represent Harrod-neutral (horizontal) and Solow-neutral (vertical) technical 
change. The diagonal      represents the location of Hicks-neutral technical changes. The ray 
       indicates technical progress which is close to Harrod-neutrality, while        is close to 
Solow-neutrality. Different types of technical changes maybe be associated with the same growth 
rates but different directions. They may also have the same direction but different growth rates. 
In steady-state equilibrium, we obtain： 
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And from (26) we also get: 
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Using equations (30) and (31) we get proposition 3： 
Proposition 3: Along a steady-state growth equilibrium path, technological progress can 
include both labor-augmenting and capital-augmenting elements. The direction of technological 
progress is determined by the relative investment elasticities of the technological innovation or 
factors accumulation processes. 
Notice that although this model is an extension of Acemoglu (2003), its conclusions are quite 
different. In Acemoglu’s model, technological progress can only be purely labor-augmenting, 
whereas here as long as     (or    ), technological progress can consists of both 
labor-augmenting and capital-augmenting elements along a steady-state equilibrium path. In fact, 
the direction of technical progress can take any value between zero and infinity. Clearly, the 
restricted conclusion obtained by Acemoglu (and others) stems from the assumption that the 
investment elasticity of capital accumulation equals 1, thereby missing the key factors which 
affect the direction of technological progress. In addition, along the steady-state growth path, the 
value of DT depends only on the relative size of the investment elasticities of the technology 
innovation and factors accumulation processes, and has nothing to do with the parameters of the 
production and utility functions. 
Definition 5: The price elasticity of any variable X is given by  
                                                        (32) 
Lemma 2: In an SSGE the price elasticity of capital and labor are given by: 
 
              
             
                                      (33) 
Proof: See Appendix G. 
Remark: When      (     , then in an SSGE      ∞      ∞ . That is, if the 
investment elasticity of capital (labor) is 1, then the price elasticity of capital (labor) is infinite. 
Therefore, the existing neoclassical growth models implicitly assume that capital accumulates 
with an unbounded price elasticity in an SSGE owing to the assumption that     . 
Substituting equations (33) into (31), we obtain 
   
    
    
＝
    
    
 
       
        
                               (34) 
Proposition 4: Along a steady-state growth equilibrium path, the direction of technological 
progress is determined by the relative price elasticities of the factors accumulation processes and 
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is biased towards the factor with relatively smaller price elasticity. 
Remark: In an SSGE, when one factor is characterized by infinite price elasticity, 
technological progress must not include any augmentation of this factor. For example, if capital 
accumulates with infinite price elasticity, then the technological progress must be purely 
labor-augmenting. This is just the conclusion of the Uzawa theorem in a neoclassical growth 
model. Analogously, Li and Huang (2014b) prove that technological progress cannot include 
labor-augmenting element in the steady state equilibrium of a Malthusian model owing to its 
assumption of unlimited labor supply, while Tang, Lin and Li (2014) prove that no technical 
change can exist in the steady-state equilibrium of the Lewis (1954) model owing to its 
assumption that both labor and capital have infinite price elasiticities.  
Based on the result of steady state equilibrium of this model we can provide Proposition 5. 
Proposition 5:  
i)  Along an SSGE factor income shares are constant. 
ii) Factor income shares are independent of the rate of technological progress only if 
technological progress is Hicks-neutral, i.e.      =1. 
Proof: See Appendix H. 
Remark: This proposition shows that factor income shares may not change even subject to a 
capital-augmenting technological progress. On the other hand, when technological progress is 
Harrod neutral and its direction is unchanged, factor income shares will change when the speed of 
technological progress changes. 
4. A numerical analysis 
As the steady state equilibrium is determined by a group of non-linear equations, we analyze 
the impact of DT on other endogenous variables (such as economic growth, consumption rate and 
the ratio of factor income shares) by numerical methods.  
4.1. Parameter setting and the range of technological progress directions 
The relevant exogenous parameters of the model are set as follows：ρ＝0.05，θ=0.6， 
bK=bL=bM=bN=0.07, γ=0.5, β=0.5. The parameters   and    are determined along an SSGE by 
  =1-[(1-β)/β]   and   =1-[(1-β)/β]  . 
Since DT=     ，in order to observe the influence of different directions of technological 
progress on the economy，we change    and    from 0.3 to 0.7.
9
 Figure 2 summarizes the 
result, where        represents the case of   = 0.3 (close to the purely labor-augmenting change) 
and        corresponds to   = 0.7 (close to the purely capital-augmenting change). The blue 
arrows represent the resulting route of the direction of technological progress. 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
9 Although    and    can change from 0 to 1, when they less than 0.3 or greater than 0.7，holding other 
parameters constant, Matlab fails to converge to a solution. 
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4.2 The simulation results 
The impact of the above changes of    and    (through their impact on the direction of 
technological change) is analyzed for factor substitution elasticities (ε) of 0.6, and 1.2 holding 
other parameters constant. 
First, the changes in    and    affect the growth rate as shown in Figure 3. As the results 
are symmetric around (0.5,0.5), we restrict the figures to go from 0.3 to 0.7. For both values of ε, 
economic growth rates form a spherical surface, where           (a Hicks-neutral 
technological progress) generates the lowest growth rate, as shown in figure 3 (drawn for ε=0.6).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Along a path which holds           constant while           changes, economic 
growth rates form a U-shape contour, where               generates the lowest growth rate.  
The second effect we investigate is the relationship between the direction of technological 
progress and the consumption rate, an issue that has received little attention so far. The simulation 
results below show that the effect is very important, where on the whole, a comparison of Figures 
3 and 4 reveals that the consumption and output growth rates are almost mirror-images of one 
another.  
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Figure 2: The simulated range of direction of technological progress 
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Thirdly, the direction of technical progress has an important effect on relative factor income 
shares, as shown in Figure 5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When ε < 1, the contour of the relative factor income share is U-shaped when changing  M 
but holding  N constant and Λ-shaped when changing  N but holding  M constant. It is the 
opposite for ε > 1. 
Finally, when we change    and    keeping      , i.e. DT=1, the economic growth 
rate and consumption rate are still either U-shaped or Λ-shaped, respectively, (see Figures 6 and 7), 
but the ratio of factor income shares is a constant, see in figure 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: change of consumption rate (ε=0.6) 
Figure 5b ratio change of factor income 
share (ε=1.2) 
Figure 5a ratio change of factor income 
share (ε=0.6) 
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However, when keeping          constant (different from 1) while changing    and 
  , the ratio of factor income shares changes. For example, figure 9 shows the impact of changing 
   from 0.3 to 0.7, while keeping DT= 1.1. 
 
5. Conclusions 
This paper focused on the following questions: what factors determine the long-run direction 
of technical change? Is a steady-state equilibrium consistent with technical change that is not 
Harrod-neutral? How does technical change affect factor income shares?  
By extending the range of factor accumulation and innovation investment elasticities, this 
paper expands the Acemoglu (2003) model and shows that the direction of technical change is 
endogenous and that steady-state equilibrium is compatible with non-Harrod-neutral technical 
change. Furthermore, the paper shows that factor accumulation and innovation investment 
elasticities are crucial determinants of the direction of technical change. In particular, Uzawa’s 
steady-state theorem only holds when the investment elasticity of capital accumulation is 1. 
Finally, numerical simulations reveal that the direction of technical change has an important and 
quite complicated relationship with economic growth, consumption and the distribution of factor 
income.  
The empirical implications of the above analysis are quite far reaching. In particular, it is 
crucial to find ways to identify the investment elasticities. Most important is the investment 
elasticity of capital: if it turns out to be smaller than 1, then capital stock assessed by the usual 
perpetual inventory method (implicitly assuming that the investment elasticity of capital equals 1) 
is likely to be wrong. This may affect the conclusions of a significant part of the economic growth 
literature. 
 
 
Appendix A： Euler equations 
Let the Hamilton associated with the optimization problem be: 
)]([          
)(
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t
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        (A1) 
The first-order conditions are: 
Figure 8 ratio change of factor income 
share (ε=0.6,      ) 
Figure 9 ratio change of factor income 
share (ε=0.6,          ) 
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Taking log-derivatives of both sides of (A2) over time, we obtain 
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The motion equations of  are:  
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Based on (A2) and (A4),  
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Using (A5) in (A3), we obtain the Euler equations (21).  
 
Appendix B: 
Proof: First, from the budget constraint (7) and the definition of a steady-state growth 
equilibrium, we obtain  
C
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Then, according to the factor accumulation functions (4) and the innovation possibilities 
frontier (5), the following must hold in steady-state; 
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By definition, the investment elasticities of technological progress are               
                     and                     , and the investment elasticities of factor 
accumulation are                      and                     . By the definition of A and B, 
we get 
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Using (B2), (B3) and (B4), we obtain (25).
   
Appendix C. 
Proof: Using the intensive form of the production function (17), we obtain： 
kkKfMkLfNY /)()( /)1(/)1(                          (C1) 
In a steady-state growth equilibrium, due to the fact that k is constant, we obtain: 
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When technical change is determined by equation (5), using (B1) and (B3) in (C2) yields 
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The above equations show that when technological innovation is endogenously determined 
by investment, factors get accumulated in a steady state growth equilibrium only if the 
corresponding investment elasticities of technological innovation are smaller than 1. 
On the other hand, if material factors are endogenously determined by equation (4), similarly, 
using (B1) and (B3) in (C2), we obtain: 
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This result shows that technological progress can happen in a steady state growth equilibrium 
only if the corresponding investment elasticities of factor accumulation are smaller than 1.  
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Appendix D. 
If material factors are endogenously determined by equation (4), technical change is 
endogenously determined by equation (5). Combining (B1), (B2), (B3) in (C2)，when        
we obtain (26) as follow: 
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Accordingly, the sum of the respective investment elasticities must be 1. 
 
Appendix E：Detailed derivation of equation (28) 
By arithmetical operation on the Euler equations (23) we get 
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Using the factor accumulation and technical innovation processes (4) and (5) we get  
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Substituting (E2), the investment rates        ,        ,        ,        ,        
                          and                    into (E1), we obtain 
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Using (B1), (B2) and (B3), we get 
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Equation (28) is directly obtained from (E4). 
 
Appendix F：Detailed derivation of equation (29) 
By the definition of the investment rates, we get  
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Substituting (F1) into (E2), we obtain 
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Along a steady-state equilibrium growth path, equation (26) holds. Accordingly we get  
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Using (B1), (B2), (B3) and (F3), we get  
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or: 
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Equation (29) is directly obtained from (F5). 
 
Appendix G： 
Proof: First, from equation (19)
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In the SSGE, because k is a constant, we obtain 
 
                 
                  
                              (G1) 
Substituting (G1) into equation (32), we obtain 
  
                           
                          
                       (G2) 
Substituting (B2) and (B3) into (G2), we obtain 
 
                     
                    
                            (G3) 
Using equations (26) and (G3), we obtain equations (33). 
. 
Appendix H: 
i) Proof: 
Define the relative factor income shares as        . Using factor returns (19) we obtain, 
)](')(/[)(' kkfkfkkf                             (H1) 
From the production function (17), we obtain, 
  11/1 )1()1()('     kkkf                      (H2) 
Therefore, along the steady-state equilibrium growth path we have: 
 k]/)1[(                                    (H3) 
Along the SSGE k is determined by the underlying parameters 
(                                 ) which are given. Accordingly, k and φ remain constant. 
ii) Proof: 
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From equation (28), we can get 
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    (H4) 
Suppose NM   . To guarantee a SSGE we require LK   . Using this in (H4) we get 
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Implying: 
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By equation (29), we have: 
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Since NM    and LK   , (H7) can be rewritten as: 
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By (H6), (H8) simplifies to: 
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Substituting for k in (H5) we obtain 
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                      (H10) 
Equation (H10) shows that when        , k is independent of  . As a result, 
changing    and    while keeping DT=     =1 keeps factor income shares constant. 
Otherwise, changes in    and    will change k even when DT=      remains a constant 
(that is not equal to 1).  
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